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Robin Williams
I don't usually do celebrity profiles in newsletters, but I thoroughly enjoyed Robin Williams'
talent, as we all did, so I decided to comment on his chart.
Tragically, the comic genius Robin Williams died Monday of suicide. Many are reeling from
news of his death. I've had several people ask me today about Robin Williams' astrology.
Camille found his data for me, so I did look at his chart to see if there was anything
significant that could've indicated he would've wanted to take his life.

I found that in Jyotisha (Vedic Astrology) Robin was in a Ketu dasha, which is the Moon's
South Node or the Tail of the Dragon. This can only happen once in a lifetime and lasts
seven years. The unique thing about Vedic Astrology is that no two people will experience a
Ketu Dasha exactly the same way.
The general traits of the Ketu dasha indicate a lot of old spiritual energies and karmas are
either releasing or coming back upon a person, hence Robin probably had a relatively tough
time since Spring of 2009 when his Ketu dasha began.
He would've had another really, rough time from 2011 till about the Spring of 2013 during
the sub periods known as the Antar Dasha of Rahu (the Moon's North Node) and Mars.
But things would have really been tough from this February 2014 forward when Robin
moved into the sub period of Saturn.
I was astounded when I looked at his transits and progressions, because Mars and Saturn had

very recently crossed his ascendant. Mars transited his ascendant right before he commenced
the act. These plantary energies are very intense and disconcerting aspects. This can often
make one feel depressed, hopeless or remorseful and agressive at the same time.
Furthermore, Saturn was stationed over his ascendant most of the early summer after being
in his 12th house for nearly 2 and half years. Saturn in 12th and crossing the ascendant, is
always a major chapter in ones life ending and new one beginning.
Furthermore, a retrograde Saturn on one's ascendant feels like an elephant sitting on top of
you as your fingers and toes poke out helplessly.
One of the oldest tools in the ancient astrolgers' toolbox is something called "primary
directions". Primary directions are specific to each individual and have nothing to do with the
modern "Sun Sign" astrology. (*Note these are difficult to calculate and are lattitudedependant, so I am being topical here.)
Robin had his Primary directed Sun conjunct his natal Saturn. The primary directed Sun was
also on the cusp of descending into his 12th house. This could only happen at this time in his
life, as it took the sun approximately 63 years to get to where it is by primary mathmatical
direction.
When these major energies are in effect, it is very daunting, unless you have support.
The degree of his ascendant is a very unusual angelic degree (regarding the ancient zodiac, it
was known that angels ruled every single degree of the zodiac.) Robin was born in a degree
that specifically enhances mental acuity and speech. I think that explains Robin Williams'
genius and unique, verbal, delivery style.
In Vedic astrology, he also had Mercury and Sun in the tenth house of career, which again
accentuates his extreme mental acuity and humor abilities.
However, as Mars and, earlier, Saturn had just transited his ascendant degree, this degree is
also associated with violence and has public notoriety with violence.
It's safe to say that Robin would not have these combinations ever again in his life. If he only
knew!
Other points of note is Neptune beginning the conjunction of his Moon. This is a very
confusing transit, even for a mature individual, and again this would only happen once in his
life.
Now I know, Pluto is not considered a planet anymore, but I find Pluto aspects are extremely
powerful and Robin had transiting Pluto opposing his Mars.
Using Astro-location Astrology for Tiburon, California, the location of his house where he
took his life, Robin had a tertiary progressed Moon as well as a

secondary progressed Saturn ascending line right over him.

Moon/Saturn aspects are always very heavy and afflict the person with an often depressive
emotional energy.
All in all, I have found that if individuals can understand these energies, they often react to
them differently.
Apparently, Robin was probably in his own world of confusion and self-denial, based on
what I can see from the transits. From the stories I've been reading and hearing in the press, I
understand he had lots of trauma from his past, including a girlfriend's abortion, drug and
alcohol addiction, failed marriages, and the deaths of several close friends, including John
Belushi, Christopher Reeve, and Andy Kaufman. These events, combined with his mental
health issues, seemed to have contributed to his suicide. Many friends described him as

having "survivor guilt."
I've been able to help people who are in depressive states like this to see their cycles from the
bird's eye view of astrology. This allows them to see light at the end of the tunnel.
Astrology does not predict the future, it looks at energy. Radar does not predict the future,
nor does any other scientific method. Astrology is very scientific, in that it looks at energies
that are impinging upon us at specific points in time.
As psychology rightly points out, we are living in subjective realities that often allow us to
form personal, subjective opinions that are not necessarily based in the way other people see
us.
It's always a shock to the world when someone as much loved as Robin Williams passes
away, and he will be greatly missed. I certainly enjoyed his talents.
There are many people in the world who have serious emotional issues, and I have always
felt blessed to be able to shine a little divine light and to help them see energies through the
lens of astrology. This perspective can prevent them feeling hopeless and perhaps doing
abusive things to themselves or others.
My mind thinks back to an interesting Robin Williams movie, What Dreams May Come,
which dealt with images of the afterlife and the implications of suicide. I hope an angel helps
Robin back up to his brilliant happiness, so he can move on with his soul's evolution.
It is said that we each have a guardian angel from the order of the thrones. This angel is said
to not interfere with our free will but to influence us to take the right paths.
I have done readings for many celebrities and other successful people, and it is sobering to
see someone who has just made millions of dollars sit in a chair with tears in their eyes
telling me their personal life feels like a train wreck. Money and fame is nice, but it does not
buy happiness or love. That can only come from within.
I say blessings to all souls as they pass. Life is a very, very precious thing, which we all can
easily forget until we lose someone dear to us. Psalm 49 is one of my favorite Psalms. "Give
ear, all you dwellers of decaying Earth----." Nothing will you take with other than your spirit
and soul. We all need to remember those words. No one gets out of here with the body they
are wearing.

A Look at Current Events
As I had mentioned in my Summer Solstice newsletter, we are in the midst of a series of
eclipses. On August 25, there is a strong Mars/ Saturn conjunction happening right on the
new Moon. This is likely to breed more dissension and trouble in the Middle East and other
parts of the world. We may expect more erratic, unpredictable, severe weather patterns and
revolutionary events in the world. I would expect a rough hurricane season. The typhoons are
already battering the East.
As I mentioned in my previous newsletters (Newsletter on Uranus Pluto Series), we are in
the throes of completing a very revolutionary and intense Uranus/Pluto square series.
Historically, these energies disrupt weather patterns and bring dissension in the world of
governments, politics, and economics. The next and 4th aspect in this series is December 15,
2014. The final and 5th square, which brings the completion of the aspect series is March 17,
2015. These powerful energies, coupled with the unrest in the world and the international
financial resets proposed by the IMF, which are polarized by the ever-growing BRICS
nations, are likely to be at the forefront of world events.
This is why we're seeing the uprising in northern Iraq, Syria, the Israel/Hamas situation,
ISSIS and the revolutionary energies in the Ukraine and elsewhere in the world.
Furthermore, examples of this same energy here in the USA is the border crisis. The political
mayhem in Washington will likely increase. Notice how Obama is under attack for his and
his administration's lack of managing the country and US foreign policies effectively. I said
on a radio show this Spring that Obama would be under heavy attack, which is playing out as
we speak. There are some calling for impeachment, as well as Boehner bringing legal action
against Obama for acting independently and outside of his constitutional powers.
This will all be playing out in our world over the next year. Typically, these Uranus/Pluto
squares stir up major events which will be playing out between now and 2020. At the
forefront is the economic war which is already raging between the BRICS nations and the
western world NATO/US alliance. Let's all hope and pray this war remains financial, and
never escalates into something more drastic. The manipulation and control of energy and
finances are clearly the battlefront at this point.
The control or domination of the flow of global financial and technological resources will be
the underlying motivation behind any potential conflicts that lie ahead.
As I have said before, by 2020 we will be entering a 240-year, Saturn/Jupiter, mutation cycle
which has not happened since 1702. These major cycles are marker points in the evolution of
society. The 1700s marked the beginning of the Industrial Revolution. In my opinion, 2020 is
the beginning of an era of extremely high-tech advancement and, hopefully, advanced
consciousness and knowledge as well.

I will be working on the Fall Equinox newsletter for next month.

